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 This study is based on the reality in using Indonesian language on Facebook 

that is vulgar, destructive, sarcasm, and tends to be provocative. By using 

qualitative descriptive methods, this paper discusses about the portrait of 

Indonesian language impoliteness on social media Facebook as a 

representation of cultural blindness. Facebook data investigation March-April 

2018 showed the use of language that was not polite, mostly with the nuances 

of ethnicity, religion, race, and groups (ethnicity, religion, race, and inter-

group relations). This ethnicity, religion, race, and inter-group relations 

nuances impoliteness is characterized by the existence of lingual units that 

ignore the logical aspects, use verbal violence, use inappropriate designation 

markers, use insults in greeting, carry out scare actions, commit insulting 

actions, underestimate the speech partner, identify someone with the animal 

world, identify someone with goods, nuances of humiliation, emotion, vulgar 

nuances, mixed language, and using certain icons. The condition of the use of 

ethnicity, religion, race, and inter-group relations - loaded language represents 

the need for awareness of cultural blindness in Indonesian society. 
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A. Introduction 

The social changes that occur in Indonesia affect to Indonesian language and its use. The strengthening 

of the values of transparency in Indonesia has caused the media to freely express everything to criticize social 

phenomena. The presence of information technology also changes the way humans communicate from the real 

world to cyberspace. Information dissemination is no longer to be the dominance of conventional media, but it 

has been replaced by new social media. The presence of social media is a trend in all circles because it is offer 

convenience and speed in interacting. 

The Ministry of Communication and Information (Kemenkominfo) revealed that the most accessed 

social media sites are Facebook, Twitter and Path. Indonesia was ranked the 4th largest Facebook user after 

USA, Brazil, India and ranked 5th in the world's largest Twitter user after USA, Brazil, Japan. 

(https://kominfo.go.id/, 2016). 

The rise of social media has an impact on the quality of information. Now, everyone becomes a maker 

and disseminator of information without taking into account the social effects it causes. 

This study is based on the widespread use of language on Facebook that does not pay attention to 

language ethics. Almost every day found the use of destructive language, tends to be provocative, full of 

blasphemy, verbal abuse, vulgarism, sarcasm, and demolition on social media. This condition certainly has the 

potential to be a portrait of the conditions of cultural blindness of the Indonesian people. Measuring literacy 

levels has always been a priority for governments around the world. However, measuring cultural blindness is 

often forgotten even rarely discussed at the level of formal education. In fact, this is very important so that 

people are not easily provoked by posts in cyberspace that often contain hoax and slander. 

Language studies that will be focused in this paper "What is the portrait of Indonesian language 

impoliteness on Facebook social media? This study seeks to examine the characteristics of language 

impoliteness that are often used in social media that have the potential to create social conflicts, especially 

ethnicity, religion, race, and inter-group relations conflicts. 

B. Methods 

This study was conducted by following the working principles of descriptive research and qualitative 

design. The data in this study were lingual linguistic units that showed language impoliteness on Facebook 

status in the period February-March 2018. The technique of data collection used was documentation. Data was 

taken from the Facebook page and recorded on the data sheet and analyzed using the theory of impoliteness in 

the language.  

C. Results 

Searching for Facebook status March-April 2018 showed the use of non-polite language. The use of 

impoliteness is largely nuanced to ethnicity, religion, race, and groups (SARA). From the data search, tribal 
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nuances impoliteness were found to be 15%, religious nuances impoliteness found 39%, race nuances 

impoliteness found 8%, and group nuances found 38%. 

This impoliteness is marked by the presence of lingual units that ignore the logical aspects, use verbal violence, 

use inappropriate designation markers, use insults in greeting, conduct scare actions, carry out acts of 

humiliation, underestimate the speech partner, identify someone with the animal world, identify someone with 

things, nuances of degrading dignity, emotional nuances, vulgar nuances, mixed language, and using certain 

icons. 

These are some examples of descriptions for language impoliteness data on social media written by 

netizens on their Facebook account. 

1. Tribal nuances impoliteness 

Ethnic nuances of disrespect are shown by the existence of negative connotation attributes that are 

pinned to certain tribes. This impoliteness is included in the type of negative impoliteness because it is 

degrading and insulting to certain tribes. This attribute has the potential to trigger social conflict. Not only that, 

language impoliteness is also indicated by the neglect of the language rules aspect. Here are some examples of 

tribal nuances impoliteness that are found on Facebook Warganet status. 

(1) All presidents from Java, why he doesn’t give people outside Java the opportunity, because Javanese people 

are afraid not to eat if the president is not from Java, therefore Indonesia is not progressing, even though Java is 

stupid, wander everywhere to become domestic servant and coolie rude. 

(2) Underestimate Sundanese people, what do you know about Sundanese people. Until you order not to look 

for Sundanese people prospective. 

(3) Lampung tribes are all dogs, agree or not if the Lampung tribe is exterminated from this earth. 

(4) How stupid you are... making a family card letter is not capable ... the time is almost 3 months, it doesn't 

work. Foolish. If it's so, just be a citizen of Bogor. 

Irregularities in examples (1) - (4) are indicated by the use of diction which insults and demeans certain 

tribes. For example, in sentence (1) there are stupid words, domestic servant, and crude coolies, which are 

pinned in Java tribe. In sentence (2) there is a word Underestimate, do not look for, which is pinned on the 

Sunda tribe. In sentence (3) there is the word dog, extermination, which is pinned to the Lampung area. In 

sentence (4) there is the word stupid, not capable, idiot, which is pinned on the Betawi tribe. 

The humiliation and degrading of certain tribal dignity in Indonesia is marked by the use of diction 

which has nuances of violence, vulgarity, emotiveness, identification of certain tribes with the animal world, 

and writing of tribal names and countries without capital letters. This has the potential to trigger horizontal 

conflicts, especially since this status is written consciously by the Facebook account owner. 

2. Religious Nuances 

Religious nuances are shown by the use of language that leads to degrading dignity, attempts to 

frighten certain part, ridicule and mocking certain people, use taboo and abusive language, use insulting 

nicknames, place other people to have dependents, use negative pronouns, accused in provocative language, 

insulting the attributes of a religion, writing religious symbols without capital letters. Here are some examples of 

religious nuances. 

(5) I think pulo is a fake one. Apparently there is also theologian. 

(6) I am Islam green tea. Contains free radicals. 

(7) Keep children from these 3 radical islam teacher, they often spread hatred under the pretext of recitation. 

(8) Alhamdulillah this devil is not included in the list of 200 preachers of the Minister of Religion. 

(9) Many ignorant humans, impersonating islam teacher and habib. Be careful, guys. 

(10) Poor the veil just become a couple  

3. Race Nuance Impoliteness 

Race nuances of disrespect are indicated by the use of insulting nicknames, diction which threaten the 

face of the partner in person directly, diction which has the potential to demean and underestimate certain races. 

Here are some examples of forms of negative impolence that are race nuanced. 

(11 )What are the advantages of Korean artists? PLASTIC idolized 

(12) It's hard to find work in your own country. If it's not bribed, it's not accepted. If only I were a Chinese 

immigrant, sure I would have been given a job.... 

(13) .....Ask Arabs to use a pretentious suit...  their selfies. Camel ride wkwkwkwkwk 

(14) Do not need to be pretentious, ashamed of the effeminate Thailand 

4. Nuances of Intergroup Nuances 

Intergroup intolerance is shown by the use of potentially conflicting diction. This was triggered by 

differences in political flags, gender, professions, and football clubs. Intergroup nuances of impoliteness are 

marked by the use of taboo and crude language, ridicule and ridicule and mocking, and identify certain groups 

with the star world. Here are some examples of forms of negative impoliteness that are nuanced between groups. 

(15) I swear ... this is the first time I've seen a stupid, very deep Governor. 

(16) Lo, the devil ... you think your country has advanced using pretentiousness that it doesn't need the KPK. 
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(17) back and forth, the president failed. Why is not ashamed or shameless? 

(18) Arema is bad !! The basic dualism club is rubbish. 

(19) I hate Persija but I'm afraid that there will be a member singing the Persija chant hahahaha. STUPID !!! 

(20) Basic!! Shameless widow. 

D. Discussion 

The investigation of data showed that Facebook status related to language impoliteness is marked by 

the presence of lingual units that ignore logical aspects, use verbal violence, use inappropriate designation 

markers, use insults in greeting, scare actions, commit insulting actions, underestimate partners said, identified 

someone with the world of animals, identified someone with things, nuanced humiliation, emotional nuances, 

vulgar nuances, mixed languages, and used certain icons. 

This result is in line with the opinion of Culpeper (1996) about language impoliteness. Culpeper 

defines five strategies of impoliteness, namely bald on record impoliteness, positive impoliteness, negative 

impoliteness, sarcasm or mock politeness, and withhold politeness. Dietrich and Haußecker (2017: 251) have 

also examined 429 Facebook users using multiple motivation models and cultural measurements. As a result, 

news on Facebook has an effect on one's personality. In line with that, Eshghinejad and Moini (2017: 2016) 

suggest a politeness strategy. According to him there is a significant difference between the way men and 

women speak, so that gender is also the main thing in the politeness of language on social media. 

Research on the situation of language use on social media has also been carried out, including the 

results of research by Nugrahani (2017), Kuntarto (2016), Pranowo (2015), Zuleha et al. (2016), Herdia (2016), 

Miftahulkhairah (2014), Kunjana, et al., (2014). Various studies show that one of the causes of the emergence of 

social conflict in the media is caused by the use of language. Wanting symbolic violence used by the media 

often triggers social conflict. Therefore, critical studies of social conflicts cannot be separated from linguistic 

studies. 

Research on Facebook status showed that social media plays a very important role in contemporary 

society. Facebook status that does not pay attention to the politeness aspect has the potential to be addressed 

differently by the reader, which raises comments that ultimately lead to conflict. It may be that the reader 

interprets the title textually as it is or the reader interprets connotatively. Clearly, it is very open to the 

appearance of extra interpretations to those statuses. This is what often triggers conflict and social friction. 

The emergence of conflicts and social friction that occur due to the status on the Facebook account 

shows that there is no awareness of Facebook users on the diversity of ethnic groups, religions, races, and 

groups in Indonesia. As a multicultural nation consisting of diverse cultures, ethnicities, languages, religions, 

and groups, Indonesia has the potential for conflict, especially with the influx of global cultural influences. 

Without awareness of diversity, people will easily be ignited by prejudice and hatred just because they do not 

know and understand the diversity of their own culture as a portrait of impoliteness on Facebook social media. 

Mulcahy (2012) said that cultural blindness was a lack of knowledge and familiarity with one's own 

culture. Because of someone's lack of understanding to the culture, there is often a misunderstanding of speech 

acts in communication. For Mulcahy, this certainly has an impact on feelings of discomfort in the community 

social condition. Therefore, cultural literacy as an ability in understand and behave towards Indonesian culture 

as a national identity must be owned by every citizen. 

The ability in understanding diversity, accepting the differences, being able to adapt, and dealing with 

diversity wisely becomes absolute. Literacy on issues of culture and citizenship is a skill that must be possessed 

by all citizens of Indonesia in the 21st century (Kemdikbud, 2017: 2). Therefore, to create an environment that 

has polite language on social media, needs to be created and built in cultural literacy awareness of the 

Indonesian society. 

E. Conclusion 

The use of impolite language has the potential to show horizontal conflict between citizens. The 

portrait of Indonesian language impoliteness on Facebook social media can be used as an early warning for all 

parties that there are still many cultural media users who are blind to culture, thus ignoring the rights and honor 

of other people who are of different ethnicity, religion, race and group. If it continues to be left without serious 

handling, this has the potential to be the most real threat to the integrity of the Republic of Indonesia. Therefore, 

there needs to be a real effort to realize culture literacy and the slogan "use good and correct Indonesian 

language" in order to create a polite indonesian language. 
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